This paper proposes a novel approach for integrating spectral feature extraction and acoustic modeling in hidden Markov model (HMM) based speech synthesis. The statistical modeling process of speech waveforms is typically divided into two component modules: the frame-byframe feature extraction module and the acoustic modeling module. In the feature extraction module, the statistical mel-cepstral analysis technique has been used and the objective function is the likelihood of mel-cepstral coefficients for given speech waveforms. In the acoustic modeling module, the objective function is the likelihood of model parameters for given melcepstral coefficients. It is important to improve the performance of each component module for achieving higher quality synthesized speech. However, the final objective of speech synthesis systems is to generate natural speech waveforms from given texts, and the improvement of each component module does not always lead to the improvement of the quality of synthesized speech. Therefore, ideally all objective functions should be optimized based on an integrated criterion which well represents subjective speech quality of human perception. In this paper, we propose an approach to model speech waveforms directly and optimize the final objective function. Experimental results show that the proposed method outperformed the conventional methods in objective and subjective measures. key words: integrative model, HMM-based speech synthesis, acoustic modeling, mel-cepstral analysis, trajectory HMM 
Introduction
Statistical speech synthesis based on HMMs has been proposed to enable machines to naturally speak like humans [1] - [3] and widely used for TTS systems. In this technique, spectral and F0 features are extracted from speech waveforms and modeled by statistical techniques [2] . In general, a TTS system consists of several component modules, e.g., text analysis, spectral estimation, F0 estimation and acoustic modeling, that are usually optimized independently each other. It is important to improve the performance of each component module for achieving higher quality synthesized speech. However, the final objective of TTS systems is to generate natural speech waveforms from given texts, and the improvement of each component module does not always lead to the improvement of the quality of synthesized speech. Therefore, ideally all component modules should be optimized based on an integrated criterion which well represents subjective speech quality of human perception. A similar idea using the optimization integra- tion has been seen in the construction of large scale systems, e.g., acoustic and language models of speech recognition systems [4] , speech translation systems [5] , [6] and spoken dialog systems [7] - [9] . In TTS systems, an approach integrating text analysis and acoustic modeling modules has been proposed [10] . By integrating linguistic and acoustic models, it became robust against text analysis errors and improved the quality of synthesized speech. Thus, the optimization integration is an important trend for improving the performance of systems based on statistical approaches. In this paper, we integrate the feature extraction and the acoustic modeling of HMM-based TTS systems. These modules are typically connected in series and optimized independently. We optimize them as an integrated generative model of speech waveforms. As the component modules of feature extraction and acoustic modeling, statistical generative model-based approaches that are suitable for the integration have already been proposed and employed in HMMbased speech synthesis. For feature extraction, a statistical parametric mel-cepstral analysis [11] , [12] has been widely used. In this method, mel-cepstral coefficients, i.e., frequency transformed cepstral coefficients, are regarded as parameters of a generative model and they are estimated by the maximum likelihood criterion based on the likelihood of waveform domain. For the acoustic modeling, "trajectory HMM" [15] - [17] has been proposed as a generative model of static features considering the temporal continuity of feature sequences. It is well known that an acoustic modeling technique considering the temporal continuity of each feature sequence improves the quality of synthesized speech [1] . In the standard HMM, dynamic features calculated from extracted static features are typically modeled with static features. However, as the proposed method requires a generative model of only static features, the trajectory HMM should be used. We integrate the statistical mel-cepstral analysis and the trajectory HMM and redefine as a generative model.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes HMM-based speech synthesis, including the mel-cepstral analysis and the trajectory HMMs. In Sect. 3, the integration method of the mel-cepstral analysis and the acoustic modeling is derived. Experimental results are presented in Sect. 4. Concluding remarks and future plans are presented in the final section.
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HMM-Based Speech Synthesis
In HMM-based TTS systems, spectral envelope, F0, and duration are modeled simultaneously based on generative models, i.e., MSD-HSMM (Multi-Space Probability Distribution Hidden Semi-Markov Models). However, this paper focuses only on the spectral modeling based on the standard HMMs (or trajectory HMMs). When a target text is given to the TTS system, the spectral parameter sequence is generated from HMMs, and a speech waveform is finally synthesized from them via the source-filter based production model. In the training process, the spectral feature extraction followed by the training HMMs is firstly performed. The statistical mel-cepstral analysis [11] , [12] which regards mel-cepstral coefficients as the model parameters is widely used in the standard HMM-based TTS systems, and the melcepstral coefficients are estimated from a given input signal x in the maximum likelihood (ML) sense:
The training of HMMs using extracted mel-cepstrum sequences c = (c 1 , · · · , c T ) is also performed based on the ML criterion
whereΛ is a set of the model parameters of HMMs and w is a text corresponding to the training data (w is omitted in the following formulas for simplicity). In this paper, trajectory HMMs are used for acoustic modeling instead of standard HMMs, because the standard HMMs generate step-wise parameter sequences with discontinuity at state boundaries due to the shortcoming of model structures while training HMMs. To overcome this problem, the consistency between static and dynamic features that causes the smooth trajectory is considered in the spectral parameter generation. In the rest of this section, the mel-cepstral analysis and trajectory HMMs will be briefly reviewed.
Mel-Cepstral Analysis
In the mel-cepstral analysis, the synthesis filter
† defined as frequency-transformed cepstral coefficients:
where α is a frequency warping parameter. If α = 0, melcepstral coefficients are equivalent to standard cepstral coefficients. Figure 1 shows the frequency warping function † In Sect. 2.1, x and c correspond to not an utterance but a frame. The frame index t is abbreviated. with varying α. The vertical axis gives the warped frequencies. If α > 0, the system function defined as Eq. (3) has a high resolution at low frequencies, and if α < 0, it has a high resolution at high frequencies. For a given input signal,
] , the mel-cepstral coefficients are determined by minimizing a spectral evaluation function with respect to c [24] ,
where
and I N (ω) is the modified periodogram of weakly stationary process x (n) with a time window w (n) of length N:
Mel-cepstral coefficients are determined easily by using an iterative algorithm (e.g., the Newton-Raphson method) because E (x, c) is convex with respect to c. When x (n) is assumed to be a zero-mean Gaussian process, the log likelihood can be approximated by log P (x|c) − N 2 log (2π)
There are some techniques to approximate time series signals by a zero-mean Gaussian process [25] . The approximation used in this paper is shown in Appendix. Accordingly, the minimization of E (x, c) corresponds to the maximization of P (x|c). It should be noted that the spectral evaluation function of mel-cepstral analysis has the same form as that of LPC analysis [26] . Furthermore, taking the gain factor outside from H e jω indicates that the minimization of E (x, c) with respect to c is equivalent to both minimization of residual energy and maximization of the prediction gain. Mel-log spectrum approximation (MLSA) filter [27] is generally used to re-synthesize speech from the mel-cepstral coefficients.
Trajectory HMM
In HMM-based speech synthesis systems, observation vector sequences are quasi-stationary and each stationary part is represented by a state of the HMMs. The statistics of each state do not change dynamically, and intra-state timedependency cannot be represented. Therefore, a technique that augments the dimensionality of an acoustic static feature vector by appending its dynamic feature vectors is widely used. The standard HMMs with static and dynamic features are improper in the sense of statistical modeling because they model the static and dynamic features independently. By imposing the explicit relationship between them, the standard HMMs are naturally translated into trajectory HMMs. The trajectory HMMs can overcome the impropriety in the standard HMM framework without any additional parameters, and be a consistent generative model of the static feature sequences.
Let a spectral feature vector sequence
2 c t includes not only static but also dynamic features. Mel-cepstral coefficients c t are a M dimensional vector, and T is the number of frames. In the standard model, the probability density of o is shown as P (o|q, Λ) and assumed as a Gaussian distribution, where q = (q 1 , q 2 , · · · , q T ) is a state sequence of HMMs. By imposing an explicit relationship between static and dynamic features, which is given by o = Wc, where W is a 3MT × MT window matrix as shown in Fig. 2 , the standard HMM is reformed as the trajectory HMM as:
Fig. 2 Example of the relationship between the static feature vector sequence c and the speech parameter vector sequence o in a matrix form.
where Z is a normalization term. In Eq. (10),c q and P q are the MT ×1 mean vector and the MT × MT covariance matrix given by q, respectively. They are represented as:
where μ q t and Σ q t are the 3M × 1 mean vector and the 3M × 3M covariance matrix associated with the state q t , respectively. The elements of W are given as regression window coefficients to calculate delta and delta-delta features as follows:
and ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product for matrices.
Note that c is modeled by a Gaussian distribution whose dimensionality is MT , and the covariance matrices P q are generally full. As a result, the trajectory HMMs can overcome the drawback of the HMMs. It is also noted that the parameterization of the trajectory HMMs is completely the same as that of the HMMs with the same model topology.
Integration of Acoustic Modeling and Mel-Cepstral Analysis
In the conventional method, the statistical modeling processes for feature extraction and acoustic modeling are connected in series. However, the essential problem of constructing TTS systems is to comprehensively estimate models that can generate speech waveforms from texts. In this paper, we propose a technique to directly model speech waveforms as a statistical model. The statistical melcepstral model P (x|c) and the statistical acoustic model P (c|Λ) are integrated as:
The original point of this model structure is that two statistical modeling processes are connected with the marginalization of mel-cepstral coefficients, and the proposed model is a generative model of speech waveforms. Figure 3 shows the generative process. In the conventional model structure, there is the strong constraint that only one mel-cepstral sequence is used to convey useful information from the feature extraction module to the acoustic modeling module. As the proposed method can avoid this constraint, we expect that the proposed method improve the quality of synthesized speech.
In the standard mel-cepstral analysis technique, melcepstral coefficients are estimated frame-by-frame. However, it is well known that considering the temporal continuity of mel-cepstral coefficients improves the quality of synthesized speech. Thus, we use the trajectory HMM to consider the temporal continuity as a statistical model of mel-cepstral coefficients.
To train the proposed model, a lower bound of log marginal likelihood F is maximized instead of the true likelihood. The lower bound F is defined by using Jensen's inequality:
To overcome the difficulty of optimization, it is assumed that c and q are conditionally independent. The optimal posterior distributions can be obtained by maximizing the objective function F with the variational method [13] as:
where Z c and Z q are the normalization terms of Q (c) and Q (q), respectively.
These optimizations can be effectively performed by iterative calculations as the Expectation and Maximization (EM) algorithm, which increases monotonically the value of objective function F at each iteration until convergence.
Posterior Probabilities of Mel-Cepstral Coefficients
It is difficult to calculate the integral of c in Eq. (25) because of its high computational cost. Therefore, Q (c) is assumed as a Gaussian probability distribution by using the Laplace approximation [14] . The unnormalized probability in Q (c) is defined by Q * (c) as:
Taking the first three terms of the Taylor series expansion around c =c then the logarithm of Eq. (28) becomes:
As the first derivation of log Q * (c) atc is equal to 0, Eq. (29) can be represented as:
The Hessian matrix H is represented as follows:
where H t is the Hessian matrix of the spectral evaluation function E (x t , c t ) in Eq. (5) at time t:
In order to approximate Q (c) by a Gaussian probability distribution, the normalization term Z c is approximated as:
By using a Laplace approximation, Q (c) is represented as:
As the matrix A is a (4LM + 1)-diagonal band symmetric matrix where L is the window length, the inverse matrix A −1
can be calculated in realistic time.
Posterior Probabilities of State Sequences
The Forward-Backward algorithm is generally applied to the standard HMM in E-step. However, it cannot be applied to the trajectory HMM, and the delayed decision Viterbi algorithm [17] , [18] is applied instead. Thus, we derive a delayed decision Viterbi algorithm for the proposed model similarly. By using Eq. (36), the expectation with respect to c in Eq. (25) is given by
In Eq. (12), although Σ q and μ T q Σ q μ q can be computed time-recursively, it is difficult to recursively compute P q and r q P q r q because of the temporal full-covariance matrix P q . However, by using the special structure of P q , "trajectory likelihood" (Eq. (9)) can be computed in a timerecursive manner. When Δc t and Δ 2c t are computed as regression coefficients from (c t−L , · · · ,c t+L ), R q becomes a (4LM + 1)-diagonal band symmetric positive definite matrix. Accordingly, R q can be decomposed by Cholesky decomposition:
where U q is an upper (2LM + 1)-band triangular matrix. From Eq. (38), P q can be rewritten as:
where q t+L = (q 1 , · · · , q t+L ). Since U (t,t) q t+L depends only on the state sequence from time 1 to t + L, P q can be computed time-recursively. From Eqs. (13), (14) , and (38), r q P q r q can be rewritten by r q P q r q = r q P q R q P q r q =c q U q U qcq
where g q is a vector computed from U q and r q by forward substitutions. Since g (t) q t+L depends only on the state sequence from time 1 to t + L, r q P q r q can be also computed timerecursively. As a result, "trajectory likelihood" can be computed time-recursively as follows:
From Eq. (38), submatrices of R q A −1 in Eq. (37) can be rewritten as:
depends only on the state sequence from time 1 to t + 2L, R q A −1 can be computed time-recursively. Therefore, Eq. (37) is represented as:
Thus, the proposed method can use the delayed decision Viterbi algorithm.
Update Model Parameters
Model parameters m and φ are defined by concatenating the mean vectors and covariance matrices of all unique Gaussian components in the model set as:
where μ k and Σ k are the mean vector and covariance matrix of the k-th unique Gaussian component in the model set, and K is the total number of Gaussian components in the model set, respectively. By setting the partial derivative of F with respect to m to 0, a set of linear equations for determining m maximizing F are obtained as:
where μ q = S q m (48)
In the above equations, S q is a 3MT × 3MT matrix whose elements are 0 or 1 determined by the Gaussian component sequence q.
For maximizing F with respect to φ, a gradient method is applied by using its partial derivative
because Eq. (52) is not a quadratic function of φ. As explained above, the parameterization of the proposed model is completely the same as that of the standard HMM and trajectory HMM.
Related Work
As mentioned above, the proposed method integrates the spectral estimation process and the spectral modeling process and the generative model is defined on the waveform domain. Some similar approaches have been found in previous researches. The vocal tract transfer function (VTTF) estimation of a speech signal based on a factor analyzed (FA) trajectory HMMs [19] is closely related to the proposed method in terms of the direct modeling of speech observation. In this method, mel-cepstral coefficients are regarded as factors and the harmonic components are represented by using linear transformation with the time-varying factor loading matrix. The likelihood function is defined in the log spectral domain and measured only on voiced frames of speech while the likelihood function of the proposed method is defined in the waveform domain. Furthermore, as the proposed method is based on the conventional acoustic model structure, the proposed method has an advantage that reasonable initial model parameters can be given by the conventional method and many techniques are regarded for the conventional models, e.g. speaker adaptation, can be applied.
In another related approach, the mel-cepstral analysis was integrated into the estimation of Gaussian mixture model (GMM) for modeling a quasi-stationary Gaussian process [20] . It can represent mel-cepstral coefficients stochastically with mixture weights of GMM. However, mel-cepstral coefficients are constant because each mixture has no variance parameters, and the temporal continuity of mel-cepstral coefficients is also not considered. Contrary to this, the proposed method assumes mel-cepstral coefficients as latent variables with variances and marginalizes out to form a single generative model. Additionally, the temporal continuity is represented by using the trajectory HMMs.
The joint estimation of the acoustic and excitation model parameters [21] is similar to the proposed method. The distance between natural and synthesized speech waveforms is minimized in the time domain by updating the cepstral sequences, the trajectory HMMs, and the excitation models iteratively. Although the proposed method treats the cepstral coefficients as probabilistic variables and estimate their distributions, the method in [21] uses only single cepstral coefficient vectors as an approximation. Furthermore, the state sequence is fixed through the entire training process in [21] . On the other hand, in the proposed method, the modified delayed decision Viterbi algorithm are derived and the state sequence can be optimized for the integrated objective function.
The proposed algorithm and a small experiment have already shown in [22] . The reason why we conducted only the small experiment in [22] was large computational cost over 1000 hours for the training of the proposed models. This is mainly caused by following processes, (1) Searching the best state sequences with the delayed decision Viterbi algorithm, (2) Iterative updates for estimating the covariance matrices, and (3) Estimating Q (c) in Eq. (24) . Although the process (1) and (2) are required for both the trajectory HMM and the proposed method, (3) is necessary only for the proposed method, because all mel-cepstral coefficients in each utterance have to be estimated simultaneously. For a large scale experiment, we reduced the computational cost in (3) by changing the optimization method from the NewtonRaphson method to the RPROP [23] method and using the distributed processing in the estimation of Q (c).
Experiments
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method, objective comparison tests on the likelihood measure and subjective comparison tests on the mean opinion score (MOS) were conducted. For training, two data sets which contain different number of sentences from the phonetically balanced 503 sentences of the ATR Japanese speech database (Set B) [28] recorded in NITech were used.
• Small data set: 50 sentences • Large data set: 450 sentences Fifty other sentences were used for evaluation. The speech data was recorded at 48 kHz and windowed at a frame rate of 5-ms by using a 25-ms Hamming window. The windowed waveforms were used as the input data in the proposed method, and 35 mel-cepstral coefficients, which include the zero coefficient estimated with the mel-cepstral analysis technique [11] , and their delta and delta-delta coefficients were used in the conventional method. The dimension of the hidden mel-cepstral coefficients of the proposed method was set to the same as that of the conventional method. The excitation parameter vectors consisted of log F 0 and its delta and delta-delta. The frequency warping parameter α was set to 0.55. A five-state, left-to-right, no-skip structure was used for the HMMs. The excitation parameters were modeled with multi-space probability distributions HMMs [29] in both the proposed and conventional methods. Each state output probability distribution was modeled by a single Gaussian distribution with a diagonal covariance matrix.
The standard HMMs were estimated as contextdependent models [30] and applied the decision tree based context clustering technique [31] . The minimum description length (MDL) criterion was used to determine the size of the decision trees [32] . After estimating the standard HMMs, the trajectory HMMs and proposed models were reestimated by using the standard HMMs as their initial models in accordance with the training procedure described in Sect. 3. The number of delayed frames in the delayed decision Viterbi algorithm was set to seven. In the subjective test, ten subjects were asked to rate the naturalness of the synthesized speech on a MOS with a scale from 1 (poor) to 5 (good). Fifteen randomly selected sentences were presented to each subject. The experiments were carried out in a sound-proof room.
Experiments of Small Data Set
In the experiments on the small data set, an iteration of the proposed embedded training was decided as follows: (Step A) Estimating Q (c), and (Step B) estimating Q (q) by delayed decision Viterbi algorithm were repeated three times, and then (Step C) the model parameters were updated. The embedded training process was repeated 5 times. Figure 4 shows the difference of likelihood P (x|Λ) for the training data set (close) and the test data set (open). The vertical axis shows the average log likelihood per frame. All likelihoods were measured with the proposed model likelihood P (x|Λ) in the waveform domain (Eq. (22)). The proposed model outperformed the others for both data sets. This means that speech waveforms rather than mel-cepstrum were modeled appropriately in the proposed method. Although the trajectory HMMs was expected to obtain a higher likelihood than HMMs, similar likelihoods were actually obtained. This result indicates that improvement of each component does not always achieve better modeling in terms of the final objective measure. Figure 5 shows the subjective listening test results. In Fig. 5 , the MOS of the proposed method was better than that of the standard HMMs and similar to or better than that of the trajectory HMMs.
Experiments on Large Data Set
In the experiments on the large data set, the state sequences were previously determined by using the delayed decision Viterbi algorithm, and the state sequences and the duration models were fixed to reduce the computational cost while the trajectory HMMs and the proposed models were trained. The training process of the proposed models, (Step A) estimating Q (c) and (Step C) updating the model parameters, was repeated 5 times. As a result, the total computational time was about 1000 hours. Actually, the computational time was reduced by parallel processing of Step A using multiple computers. Figure 6 shows the subjective listening test results. The MOS of the proposed method was significantly better than the others. The reason why the trajectory HMMs obtained a slightly worse MOS than the standard HMMs might be that the state sequences were fixed through the embedded training of the trajectory HMMs to reduce the computational cost. Figure 7 shows examples of spectrum sequences generated by these models. The state duration for all models was aligned to the natural spectrum sequence so as to compare these spectra easily. It can be observed that the proposed model generated sharper spectra than the other mod- els, especially in the low frequency band. It might contribute to naturalness of the generated voices in the proposed method.
These results suggested that the proposed method appropriately modeled speech waveforms directly, even though the proposed model have exactly the same number of parameters as the baseline system. Further improvement is expected by applying the integrated optimization not only to parameter estimation but also to the model structure selection, e.g., context clustering in future work.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a novel technique for modeling speech waveforms directly by integrating the mel-cepstral analysis and the acoustic modeling. A generative model representing the TTS problem was constructed and optimized, in which mel-cepstrum coefficients were treated as latent variables and the statistical mel-cepstral analysis and the statistical acoustic model were integrated with marginalizing over mel-cepstral sequences. In the objective experiment, the proposed method outperformed the conventional methods. In addition, the subjective evaluation score of the proposed method was better than that of the conventional methods. These results suggested that the proposed method improves the quality of synthesized speech. Future work includes experiments and evaluation on larger data set with searching the best state sequences by the delayed decision Viterbi algorithm, and constructing a parameter tying structure based on the objective function of the proposed method. Furthermore, the use of other features rather than mel-cepstral coefficients in the proposed framework will also be future work.
Appendix: Likelihood Function of Mel-Cepstrum
It has been shown in literatures (e.g., [25] ) that the following equation approximates the log likelihood function of a zeromean Gaussian process when N → ∞:
log P (x|c) − N 2 log (2π) It is noted that x (n) is normalized so that the energy of x(n) is preserved, and windowing can reduce the effect of replacing convolution by circular convolution. From the assumption, the likelihood is written as Consequently, it can be shown log P x |c = − N 2 log (2π)
log H e jω i 2
